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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

II B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February– 2015 
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY AND TRANSMISSION LINES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1. Which of the following is not a scalar field                             [ ]                     
  A) Displacement of a mosquito in space      B) Light intensity in a drawing room 

C) Humidity of a city                                    D) Teperature distribution in your classroom 
 

2.  In general , for an infinite sheet of charge                                                                           [ ] 
A) E =  ρS/2Є an     B)  E = ρS/Є  an      C) E =ρS/4Є an      D) E=ρS/3 Є an 

 
3. Electric displacement is also called as                              [ ]                      

A) Electric field     B) Electric flux density     C) Flux    D) Electric force  
         

4.  Curl of gradient of scalar function is always                             [ ]                      
A) 1       B) 2                     C) 3            D)  0 
 

5.  A dielectric  material (in which D = є E applies)  is ……if ‘ є ‘does not vary              [ ]       
point to point  
A) Homogeneous     B) Isotropic     C) LINEAR      D) No homogeneous 
 

6.  Dielectric breakdown occurs in kinds of dielectric materials & depends on                  [ ] 
 A)  Nature of materials   B) Temperature 

  C) Humidity & applied field    D) All bove 
 
7.  Are both Є0 and χ0  dimensionless quantities            [ ]                   
             A) only ‘Є0   ‘       B) only ‘ χ0 ‘   C ) Both are dimensionless     D) Both have the dimension 
 
8.  One of the following is not a source of magnetic fields                                               [ ] 

 A) A DC current in wire   B) A permanent magnet  
 C) An accelerated charge D) An electric field linear changing with time 
 

9. The concept of displacement current was major contribution attributes to                  [ ] 
A) Faraday       B) Lenz      C) Maxwell     D)  Lorentz 

 
10.  Boundary conditions between conductor and free space are                                       [ ] 

 A) Dt= Et=0       B) Dn=ρs & E=ρs/є       C) Dt1/Dt2 =є1/є2               D) A & B 
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. At every point in space , . 1a aθ φ = true or false ………………………………………. 
 
12. force per unit charge when placed in electric field is ………………… 
 
13.  As special case , for line charge of one end is at (0,0,∞) and other end is at (0,0, - ∞) the electric field E 

is given by …………………………. 
 
14.  According to Gauss’s law, volume charge density is same as ……….. ….   of electric flux density 
 
15. When some charges  are introduced in the interior of perfect conductor , the charges will move 

to………………. 
 
16. The law of refraction for magnetic flux lines at boundary wIth no surface current is ……………… 
 
17. The potential energy per unit charge is ………………….. 
 
18.  Maxwell’s first equation is………………………………. 
 
19.  Given potential field, the corresponding electric field is ……………………… 
 
20.  The closed line integral vector field is equal to integral of curl of that vector over the surface which is 

enclosed by that closed path is known as……………………… 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1.  Curl of gradient of scalar function is always                             [ ]                      

A) 1         B) 2                     C) 3            D)  0 
 

2.  A dielectric  material (in which D = є E applies)  is ……if ‘ є ‘does not vary              [ ]       
point to point  
A)  Homogeneous     B) Isotropic     C) LINEAR      D) No homogeneous 
 

3.  Dielectric breakdown occurs in kinds of dielectric materials & depends on                  [ ] 
 A)  Nature of materials   B) Temperature 

  C) Humidity & applied field    D) All bove 
 
4.  Are both Є0 and χ0  dimensionless quantities            [ ]                   
             A) only ‘Є0   ‘       B) only ‘ χ0 ‘   C ) Both are dimensionless     D) Both have the dimension 
 
5.  One of the following is not a source of magnetic fields                                               [ ] 

 A) A DC current in wire   B) A permanent magnet  
 C) An accelerated charge D) An electric field linear changing with time 
 

6. The concept of displacement current was major contribution attributes to                  [ ] 
A) Faraday       B) Lenz      C) Maxwell     D)  Lorentz 

 
7.  Boundary conditions between conductor and free space are                                       [ ] 

 A) Dt= Et=0       B) Dn=ρs & E=ρs/є       C) Dt1/Dt2 =є1/є2               D) A & B 
 
8. Which of the following is not a scalar field                             [ ]                      
  A) Displacement of a mosquito in space      B) Light intensity in a drawing room 

C) Humidity of a city                                    D) Teperature distribution in your classroom 
 

9.  In general , for an infinite sheet of charge                                                                           [ ] 
A) E =  ρS/2Є an     B)  E = ρS/Є  an      C) E =ρS/4Є an      D) E=ρS/3 Є an 

 
10. Electric displacement is also called as                              [ ]                      

A) Electric field     B) Electric flux density     C) Flux    D) Electric force  
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II.  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  According to Gauss’s law, volume charge density is same as ……….. ….   of electric flux density 
 
12. When some charges  are introduced in the interior of perfect conductor , the charges will move 

to………………. 
 
13. The law of refraction for magnetic flux lines at boundary wIth no surface current is ……………… 
 
14. The potential energy per unit charge is ………………….. 
 
15.  Maxwell’s first equation is………………………………. 
 
16.  Given potential field, the corresponding electric field is ……………………… 
 
17.  The closed line integral vector field is equal to integral of curl of that vector over the surface which is 

enclosed by that closed path is known as……………………… 
 
18. At every point in space , . 1a aθ φ = true or false ………………………………………. 
 
19. force per unit charge when placed in electric field is ………………… 
 
20.  As special case , for line charge of one end is at (0,0,∞) and other end is at (0,0, - ∞) the electric field E 

is given by …………………………. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1.  Dielectric breakdown occurs in kinds of dielectric materials & depends on                  [ ] 

 A)  Nature of materials   B) Temperature 
  C) Humidity & applied field    D) All bove 
 
2.  Are both Є0 and χ0  dimensionless quantities            [ ]                   
             A) only ‘Є0   ‘       B) only ‘ χ0 ‘   C ) Both are dimensionless     D) Both have the dimension 
 
3.  One of the following is not a source of magnetic fields                                               [ ] 

 A) A DC current in wire   B) A permanent magnet  
 C) An accelerated charge D) An electric field linear changing with time 
 

4. The concept of displacement current was major contribution attributes to                  [ ] 
A) Faraday       B) Lenz      C) Maxwell     D)  Lorentz 

 
5.  Boundary conditions between conductor and free space are                                       [ ] 

 A) Dt= Et=0       B) Dn=ρs & E=ρs/є       C) Dt1/Dt2 =є1/є2               D) A & B 
 
6 Which of the following is not a scalar field                             [ ]                      
  A) Displacement of a mosquito in space      B) Light intensity in a drawing room 

C) Humidity of a city                                    D) Teperature distribution in your classroom 
 

7.  In general , for an infinite sheet of charge                                                                           [ ] 
A) E =  ρS/2Є an     B)  E = ρS/Є  an      C) E =ρS/4Є an      D) E=ρS/3 Є an 

 
8. Electric displacement is also called as                              [ ]                      

A) Electric field     B) Electric flux density     C) Flux    D) Electric force  
         

9.  Curl of gradient of scalar function is always                             [ ]                      
A) 1       B) 2                     C) 3            D)  0 
 

10.  A dielectric  material (in which D = є E applies)  is ……if ‘ є ‘does not vary              [ ]       
point to point  
A) Homogeneous     B) Isotropic     C) LINEAR      D) No homogeneous 
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. The law of refraction for magnetic flux lines at boundary wIth no surface current is ……………… 
 
12. The potential energy per unit charge is ………………….. 
 
13.  Maxwell’s first equation is………………………………. 
 
14.  Given potential field, the corresponding electric field is ……………………… 
 
15.  The closed line integral vector field is equal to integral of curl of that vector over the surface which is 

enclosed by that closed path is known as……………………… 
 
16. At every point in space , . 1a aθ φ = true or false ………………………………………. 
 
17. force per unit charge when placed in electric field is ………………… 
 
18.  As special case , for line charge of one end is at (0,0,∞) and other end is at (0,0, - ∞) the electric field E 

is given by …………………………. 
 
19.  According to Gauss’s law, volume charge density is same as ……….. ….   of electric flux density 
 
20. When some charges  are introduced in the interior of perfect conductor , the charges will move 

to………………. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1.  One of the following is not a source of magnetic fields                                               [ ] 

 A) A DC current in wire   B) A permanent magnet  
 C) An accelerated charge D) An electric field linear changing with time 
 

2. The concept of displacement current was major contribution attributes to                  [ ] 
A) Faraday       B) Lenz      C) Maxwell     D)  Lorentz 

 
3.  Boundary conditions between conductor and free space are                                       [ ] 

 A) Dt= Et=0       B) Dn=ρs & E=ρs/є       C) Dt1/Dt2 =є1/є2               D) A & B 
 
4. Which of the following is not a scalar field                             [ ]                      
  A) Displacement of a mosquito in space      B) Light intensity in a drawing room 

C) Humidity of a city                                    D) Teperature distribution in your classroom 
 

5.  In general , for an infinite sheet of charge                                                                           [ ] 
A) E =  ρS/2Є an     B)  E = ρS/Є  an      C) E =ρS/4Є an      D) E=ρS/3 Є an 

 
6. Electric displacement is also called as                              [ ]                      

A) Electric field     B) Electric flux density     C) Flux    D) Electric force  
         

7.  Curl of gradient of scalar function is always                             [ ]                      
A) 1       B) 2                     C) 3            D)  0 
 

8.  A dielectric  material (in which D = є E applies)  is ……if ‘ є ‘does not vary              [ ]       
point to point  
A) Homogeneous     B) Isotropic     C) LINEAR      D) No homogeneous 

 
9.  Dielectric breakdown occurs in kinds of dielectric materials & depends on                  [ ] 

 A)  Nature of materials   B) Temperature 
  C) Humidity & applied field    D) All bove 
 
10.  Are both Є0 and χ0  dimensionless quantities            [ ]                   
             A) only ‘Є0   ‘       B) only ‘ χ0 ‘   C ) Both are dimensionless     D) Both have the dimension 
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  Maxwell’s first equation is………………………………. 
 
12.  Given potential field, the corresponding electric field is ……………………… 
 
13.  The closed line integral vector field is equal to integral of curl of that vector over the surface which is 

enclosed by that closed path is known as……………………… 
 
14. At every point in space , . 1a aθ φ = true or false ………………………………………. 
 
15. force per unit charge when placed in electric field is ………………… 
 
16.  As special case , for line charge of one end is at (0,0,∞) and other end is at (0,0, - ∞) the electric field E 

is given by …………………………. 
 
17  According to Gauss’s law, volume charge density is same as ……….. ….   of electric flux density 
 
18 When some charges  are introduced in the interior of perfect conductor , the charges will move 

to………………. 
 
19. The law of refraction for magnetic flux lines at boundary wIth no surface current is ……………… 
 
20. The potential energy per unit charge is ………………….. 
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